Intelsat's FlexExec is a global, multi-layered broadband satellite connectivity network that delivers consistent, high performance coverage and service globally. FlexExec is uniquely designed to support business aviation and the capacity is not shared with commercial aviation or consumer broadband customers. Business jet passengers will always have consistent, on-demand global connectivity.

Flexible and Scalable
The worldwide coverage of FlexExec is specifically engineered to cover high traffic routes with High Throughput Satellite (HTS) coverage, with layers of wide beam capacity for added resiliency and redundancy. FlexExec allows for maximum flexibility, efficient use of bandwidth, and managed services which are critical when routes and passenger requirements shift unexpectedly. The open architecture design of FlexExec allows SD to analyze network demand and usage to ensure that capacity is available, with the ability to add additional capacity as necessary.

Benefits with FlexExec

- Speeds up to 10Mbps supporting streaming video, cloud-based services, email, voice and text
- Redundancy provided via wide beam and HTS coverage
- Enhanced troubleshooting capabilities from SD Support
- Capacity fully committed to business aviation
- Flexible service plans tailored to your needs

FlexExec Coverage
The world's first global Ku-band HTS network

Contact SD today to learn more: call +1.321.777.3000 or email sales@satcomdirect.com